IEC Telecom to introduce latest satcom solutions for
humanitarian sector at DIHAD 2020
Dubai, United Arab Emirates, February 25, 2020 - Satellite communications specialist, IEC
Telecom along with its partners has announced their participation at the Dubai International
Humanitarian Aid and Development Conference and Exhibition 2020 (DIHAD) to be held
from 10th March to 12th March 2020. The organization will be showcasing its solutions aimed
at improving the efficiency of aid to the regional and international aid and development
community.
When an emergency or a disaster strikes, a coordinated approach and time critical
intervention by humanitarian organizations is imperative to enable fast and effective
recovery. During these situations, telecommunications in general and satellite
communications in particular are key contributors to the success of the humanitarian
intervention and development activities.
At DIHAD, IEC Telecom plans to introduce OneGate Aid, an integral communications
solution for humanitarian missions and e-camps. The satellite-based network management
solution operating from a virtual platform is designed to efficiently manage crisis situation,
enabled with monitoring and updating the communications network as rapidly as field
demands.
With an increased focus towards connecting the unconnected, the technology also provides
different output and traffic type based on the requirements, such as to optimize workflow
and divert costs, access and share high data volumes between remote and response teams,
empower priority communications by segregating networks for response teams and camp
inhabitants. With an option to build special apps on demand, OneGate can be termed as one
of the most agile and future ready satcom solutions for humanitarian industry, enabling the
organizations to better utilize the technology and make a difference to the affected
communities.
For the past several years, UAE has been a key player in the humanitarian field with its
generous distributions towards international aid. The commitment to give more and help as
many people as possible is aligned with the country’s core values: a broad generosity, the
desire to ease suffering and help rehabilitate people from living in conditions that they had
no control in creating; taking the country’s total foreign aid contributions to more than
Dh28.5 billion in 2018.
IEC Telecom with its long-standing dedication has served more than 350 satisfied
humanitarian sector customers around the world.
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To know more about the solutions provided by IEC Telecom to embody their commitment
to enhance connectivity in humanitarian emergencies visit Stand No C15 in Sheikh Rashid
Hall at Dubai World Trade Centre.
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Notes to Editors
IEC Telecom Group:
IEC Telecom Group is one of the leading international providers of satellite communications
services. Renowned for supplying high quality satellite-based solutions to customers for
more than 20 years, IEC Telecom delivers efficient end-to-end voice and data services when
and where it matters most.
We enable digitalization for the maritime industry as well as remote units on land, where
GSM coverage is not available. For urban networks, we provide a powerful satellite back up
to ensure the business continuity of customer enterprises. IEC Telecom offers global
coverage for international operations as well as a wide variety of area-by-area plans for
regional
use.
IEC Telecom’s integrated approach of in-house design and engineering expertise allows us
to develop truly unique solutions that enable full control over customer satellite assets. Our
portfolio includes a wide range of satellite products (from handset to VSAT services),
solutions, and value-added services. In addition, we offer 24/7 support for satellite-based
solutions during their full lifecycle.
IEC Telecom Group has offices across eight countries: Denmark, France, Kazakhstan,
Norway, Singapore, Sweden, Turkey, and UAE. For more information see the website:
www.iec-telecom.com
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